Abstract. We present Digenes, a new discovery system that aims to help researchers in graph theory. While its main task is to find extremal graphs for a given (function of) invariants, it also provides some basic support in proof conception. This has already been proved to be very useful to find new conjectures since the AutoGraphiX system of Caporossi and Hansen [8] . However, unlike existing systems, Digenes can be used both with directed or undirected graphs. In this paper, we present the principles and functionality of Digenes, describe the genetic algorithms that have been designed to achieve them, and give some computational results and open questions. This do arise some interesting questions regarding genetic algorithms design particular to this field, such as crossover definition.
Introduction
During the last three decades, several software systems have been dedicated to the task of helping the graph theorist in the process of discovery. This computer aided support is currently much developed to obtain new conjectures or to search for counterexamples. Less efforts (or successes) have been made to assist the writing of proofs and, to the best of our knowledge, there exists no discovery system dedicated to directed graphs, all theses systems dealing only with undirected graphs. After settling some notations in Section 2, we briefly survey existing discovery systems in Section 3.
In this paper, we introduce the new system Digenes that can deal both with undirected and directed graphs. Its principles and functionality are described in Section 4. The main goal of Digenes is to find graphs that are extremal for a given objective function of graph invariants. Moreover, we explain how this system can be used to make conjectures; find graphs satisfying some given constraints; search for counterexamples of a given conjecture; and check graph transformations that can be used in proofs.
In Section 5, we describe the algorithms and choices we made to develop Digenes. These are based on genetic algorithms and do arise interesting questions about graphs encodings and operators (crossovers and mutations) specific to the task of finding extremal graphs.
We validate our algorithms in Section 6 with computational results. Finally, we end this paper by drawing concluding remarks and pointing out challenging open questions.
Notations
This section is devoted to basic definitions and notations used throughout the paper. We assume the reader to be familiar with usual notions of graph theory and we refer to the books of Diestel [12] for general graph theory and Bang-Jensen and Gutin [6] for more details about directed graphs (digraphs).
Let G = (V, A) be a simple digraph of order n(G) = |V | and size m(G) = |A|. We denote by G n the space of all simple non isomorphic digraphs of order n, and G n the space of all simple non isomorphic undirected graphs of order n. A (graph) invariant is a numerical value preserved by isomorphism such as chromatic number, independence number, diameter and so on. We also provide some invariants definitions used later.
Recall that the diameter D(G) of a graph G is the maximum distance between any pair of its vertices. The average distance µ(G) of a graph G is the arithmetic average of the lengths of all shortest paths of G. In the case of digraphs, G must be strongly connected in order to have a finite diameter or average distance. In an undirected graph G = (V, E), the imbalance of an edge {i, j} is defined as |d i − d j |, where d i is the degree of a vertex i ∈ V , and the irregularity irr(G) of G as the sum of imbalances of its edges, as firstly stated by Albertson [1] .
We note C n and K n the cycle and the complete graph of order n, respectively. We note KS k,l the undirected complete split graph made by connecting all vertices of a complete graph of order k to all vertices of an empty graph of order l.
Let f be an objective function defined by an invariant (or an arithmetic formula depending on some graph invariant -that is obviously also an invariant), we will consider combinatorial optimisation problems of the form
where H n ⊆ G n is a class of digraphs, and H n ⊆ G n is a class of undirected graphs. For example, H n can be the class of strongly connected digraphs of order n and f (G) can be defined by D(G).
To simplify presentation, we will only consider maximisation problems since a minimisation problem can easily be translated into a maximisation problem by multiplying the objective function by −1.
Existing graph theoretical discovery systems
Research in mathematics is increasingly aided by computers and graph theory clearly makes no exception since the proof of the 4-color theorem [3] [4] [5] 34] . For example, it is frequent to use graph generators (such as geng of McKay [29, 30] ) to confront a conjecture to a large set of (small) examples. This enumerative approach can lead to a counter example, or if it is not the case, reinforce the belief that a tested conjecture is true. Also, some conjecture making systems, such GraPHedron [31] , use an enumerative step in their underlying processes.
Other systems allow to interactively explore properties of a selected set of graphs, such as invariant's values. It is for instance the case of the pioneering system Graph [9] [10] [11] , its sequel newGraph [35] and Grinvin [33] (the later one specifically designed for pedagogical purposes).
The Graffiti system [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] uses a specific process to maintain a database of counterexamples and conjectures. It has led to hundred conjectures, some of which have attracted much attention.
Finally, we mention AutoGraphiX (AGX) [2, 8] . The main idea of AGX is to write undirected graph theory problems of type (2) as combinatorial optimisation problems and then use an heuristic, based on a Variable Neighbourhood search (VNS) [27, 32] , to approximate an optimal solution.
In addition to this very short survey, the next section shows other ways that can be used to assist the writing of conjectures and proofs. The interested reader can also find more detailed surveys on conjecture-making systems in the papers of Hansen et al. [23, 25] . We observe that all the surveyed systems only deal with undirected graphs.
Principles and functionality of Digenes
As previously introduced, existing systems offer various features, although they never deal with directed graphs. In this section, we present a new system, called Digenes 1 , its basic principles and core features.
We note that while exact methods, such as enumeration used for instance in GraPHedron, might be suited to solve undirected graphs problems of type (2), they are most likely inapplicable in the directed case. Indeed, the number of non isomorphic directed graphs 2 increases far more quickly than the undirected one 3 . For instance, there are 12005168 undirected graphs of order 10, while there are 341260431952972580352 (giving for this order a factor of about 10 14 ). This growth motivates the use of metaheuristics for these problems, as they allow to find assumed good solutions in reasonable time. As far as we know, VNS is the only metaheuristic that has been ever used to solve such problems, within AGX.
1 Digenes is actually a contraction of the words "Directed" for directed graphs and "Genetic" for genetic algorithms. Digenes source code is available by request from the corresponding author. Therefore, a natural question is to wonder how another metaheuristic will succeed for this type of problems, and to compare the quality of the approximated solutions or the time elapsed to find them. We give some answers to this question in this paper since Digenes uses genetic algorithms (GA) [36] we specialise to study extremal graph theory. A point motivating this choice is that GA are a population metaheuristic. If for some invariant the maximum is actually reached on some class of graphs, a single solution heuristic, such as local search, will only output a single graph while we have to guess the non uniqueness of this solution. On the other hand, population heuristics will output a set of solutions, usually with several assumed extremal solutions within. Also, we note that many algorithmic methods running time grows in particular with optimisation space size. Genetic algorithms do not, their worst case time complexity only growing with population size, linearly 4 .
As previously stated by Hansen and Caporossi [8] , problems modelled as (1) and (2) might seem simple (and restrictive), however, many graph theory problems can be modelled using this formalism. More concretely, Digenes offers the following features that can be used for discovery, both at the levels of conjectures and proofs :
1. find extremal graphs for some invariant, 2. find counterexamples to conjectures or graphs satisfying a given set of constraints, 3. check graph transformations.
We detail these features in the following subsections. Note that since Digenes works with a metaheuristic, all of these features are to be understood as "assumed optimal". Indeed, a found maximum may well be just local rather than global in the case of extremal graph finding. In the same way, just because no counterexample has been found to a conjecture does not mean it is true.
As matter of fact, we introduce each of these features by a simple example, and explain then how to generalise it for any similar problem.
Extremal graphs finding and constraint handling
It is often considered research in extremal graph theory started in 1941 with the result of Turàn [37] , who wondered what was simple yet common question in extremal graph theory is to wonder, given a specific invariant f , what is the maximal value that f can reach on some graph G, possibly subject to constraints. We illustrate by a simple example how Digenes handles the matter on Problem 1, along with an easy constraint handling. 4 It actually also grows with the time complexity of its inner components, but so do other metaheuristics.
For this problem, one can easily show that
with equality if and only if G has an hamiltonian path with no forward arc.
A first naive way to model this problem is to launch the algorithm on the problem "max D(G)" with no constraints. However, diameter can only be computed on strongly connected graphs 5 . On the other hand, restricting Digenes to only work with strongly connected graphs is unwise since non strongly connected graphs might provide good crossover or mutations scheme. Usually, literature recommends to penalise unfeasible individuals in the objective function. Considering these improvements, we can now model Problem 1 as follows :
where k(G) is the number of strongly connected components of G, and G is a graph constructed from G by adding a minimum number of arcs to make it strongly connected. Of course, there are several ways to add such arcs, with possibly different diameter. This allow us to define a new local optimisation problem in which it might be useful to construct G maximising diameter.
This way, not strongly connected graphs will have a lower objective value, and the "less strongly connected" they are, the less their objective value. When launched on this problem for n = 10, Digenes outputs a population, a sample of which is illustrated in Figure  1 . We notice these sample graphs are actually extremal graphs described in Problem 1.
We can generalise this approach on any function f of invariants. The first step is to handle constraints, then make any graph feasible with a minimum modifications. In our example, we had to ensure the graph was strongly connected by adding a minimum number of arcs (or solve a optimisation subproblem). Finally, assuming Digenes found graphs belonging to some class M and maximising f reaching a maximum of value m, it automatically suggest the following conjecture : Of course the definition of M will depend on some generalisation of what Digenes actually found, for instance if all extremal found graphs are trees, we will assume M is actually the set of all trees and not only the set the found ones. On the other hand, if there is a unique extremal graph instead of a class, we will assume equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic to this graph rather than belonging to some class. For instance, it is well known that diameter is maximum on undirected graphs only on the path P n . For this problem, Digenes actually outputs a population consisting f many isomorphic copies of P n . We will see in Section 6 examples where only one graph is extremal.
Finding graph satisfying constraints or counterexamples
Given a set of constraints of type I(G) I (G) or I(G) = I (G), where I and I are both graph invariants, one can simply wonder if there exists graphs satisfying these conditions. Moreover, if there are, how can we characterise these graphs ? It is relevant consider such constraints since Hansen et al. [23] stated that most of conjectures and results in graph theory are equalities or inequalities between graph invariants. The following simple example illustrates how we can solve such types of problems.
Problem 3. Is there any undirected graph of order n and size m such as m = n − 1 ? It is trivial there are, however we are more interested in characterise these graphs. In that case, one can easily show that all undirected trees, and only them, match the property.
We can simply model this problem in Digenes by "max −|m − n + 1|". If a graph have more or less edges than vertices, it will have a negative objective value. Otherwise, if the constraint is respected, it has a zero objective value.
We can generalise the handling of multiple constraints of type I k (G) = I k (G) simply by adding the terms −|I k (G) − I k (G)| to the objective function. We handle inequality constraints in a similar way.
This simple tool can also be used in order to find counterexamples to check, reinforce or reject conjectures. For instance, if we have a conjecture of the same type as Conjecture 2, we simply have to maximise f (G) − m. If a graph G is found with f (G) − m > 0, the conjecture is rejected.
Help for proofs and transformation validation
A common problem in extremal graph theory is to prove some graph G * to be optimal for some invariant I, i.e., ∀G ∈ G n , I(G) I(G * ). A simple yet powerful approach to solve this problem is to use transformation proof. Intuitively, the idea is to find a finite sequence of k graph transformations T i that will eventually end up on G * by always increasing the value of I. More formally, at each step and for any graph G and some graph transformation T i (for 1 i k), we want to ensure that
For instance, Hansen et al. [24] used 5 graph transformations increasing µ(G) while keeping F (G) unchanged, where F (G) is the order of a maximal induced forest.
A key question in transformation proof is then, given a graph transformation T i , to wonder if Property 4 holds. If it does, we say that T i is valid. Digenes provides help in this sense.
Indeed, while the system will not suggest a valid transformation (that is, a working one), given a transformation, Digenes will prove it invalid by automatically finding a counterexample, or will conjecture it to be valid when unable to find such a counterexample.
Again, just like in the previous sections, simple use of combinatorial modelling with the problem "max I(G)−I(T (G))" solves the problem. At the end of the optimisation process, if some G is found among the population with a positive value of objective function, then it is a counterexample and the transformation is not valid. Moreover, counterexamples to an invalid transformation are still useful since they can serve as basis for the construction of another transformation.
On the other hand, a common practice in graph transformation is to wonder whether some properties are kept under graph transformation. More concretely, given a property P and a transformation T , one can simply ask the following question : if P holds on some graph G, does it always holds on T (G) ? This is a second main feature in Digenes regarding transformation validation.
The system proceeds basically in the same way, by modelling the problem under a combinatorial optimisation problem. Then the system is able to reject the transformation if a counterexample is found during the optimisation process, or conjecture it valid otherwise. This feature is illustrated in the following example.
Problem 4. Let G ∈ G n , and P (G) the following property : I 1 (G) I 2 (G), where I 1 and I 2 are two graph invariants. Given some graph transformation T , we want to check whether
holds on any graph G. This question can be simply modelled by the following problem :
where
As before, graphs with positive value of objective function are counterexamples, and penalising non feasible graphs in the objective function improve genetic algorithm effectiveness.
In practice, of course, the objective function design widely depends on the property you want to know if it's kept under graph transformation. Moreover, various types of properties can be modelled in the way it is in Problem 4, thus allowing to study these type of questions.
A genetic algorithm for extremal graphs
In this section, we describe exactly what genetic algorithm components are implemented in Digenes, as well as how they are. We hereby assume the reader familiar with general genetic algorithm concepts [36] . We start with several initial population generators, follow with crossover and selection operators, and finish with mutations.
Initial population generators
A first and core component of genetic algorithms is the initial population from which you start, an assumed "well spread" sample of the studied optimisation space. There are several standard generations routines [36] [pp. [193] [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] , we present here four of those available in Digenes, namely
• random generator,
• random degree sequence generator,
• sized block generator,
• House of Graphs (HoG) [7] .
A first idea in order to generate random graphs is to generate random encodings of graphs. Random generation and random degree sequence generation work in that way. The first one randomly generates binary adjacency matrices, the second one random degree sequences, and then map that coding to a given graph. In random generation, each arc has then a given probability to be in the graph, in random degree sequence generation, each vertex has a randomly generated in and out-degree. We use the Havel-Hakimi algorithm [22, 28] to map degree sequences to directed graphs. If the mapping algorithm fails, the degree sequence is dropped and a new one is generated.
In sized block generation, the basic idea is to spread graph size. That is, at order n, for each possible size m ∈ [0, n(n − 1)], we generate k m graphs. In order to respect graph size distribution as much as possible and in polynomial time, we use their known repartition for small orders 6 , and extrapolate this repartition for bigger graphs. Then, we only have to generate graphs in blocks of fixed size k m .
Finally, HoG [7] is a small database of "interesting" graphs, for instance complete graphs, cycles, stars, snarks, trees, etc. The idea is then to explicitly add some of these graphs in the initial population, along with some randomly generated graphs (with one of the previous schemes). We will see in Section 6 that this simple feature might vastly increase the algorithm performances.
Selection operators
Selection methods are a core concept in genetic algorithm, since they select which individuals mate and who survives in the next generation. Digenes implements several of standard operators existing in literature [36, pp. 205-221] .
More particularly, Digenes offers four main selection methods : roulette wheel selection, stochastic universal sampling, tournament selection and direct elimination.
Intuitively, in roulette wheel strategy, each individual has a probability directly proportional to its fitness to be selected. Stochastic universal sampling proceeds in a similar way, with lower bias. In tournament selection, a number k of individuals is randomly chosen from the population, the best of these ones is output. This procedure is repeated as many times as needed. We note that adjusting wisely the value of the parameter k usually have a significant impact on the algorithm convergence [21] . Finally, in direct elimination, individuals are placed randomly on a direct elimination grid, and individuals are selected after computing the winners.
Crossover schemes
Crossover operators define most of the evolution behaviour of a genetic algorithm, i.e., how to mate parents and output siblings. Digenes allows the use of various types of standard crossovers operators, like k-Points crossover, as well as some ones more particular to graphs, like Align-Greedy.
In k-points crossover, parent graphs are encoded under integer array format, then k cross-points are randomly chosen. Offsprings are computed by alternatively picking parts of the two parents encodings. For this purpose, two types of encodings are provided, although they basically work the same way. The first one simply put the adjacency matrix of a directed graph into a one dimensional array. The second one does the exact same thing, but sorts vertices by decreasing in and out-degrees. For undirected graphs, only the upper triangular part of the adjacency matrix is encoded.
While this idea is simple, we note a slight problem regarding graph encoding : two isomorphic graphs can have different encodings, that is, the encoding operator is sensitive to vertex labelling. More concretely, if two isomorphic graphs mate, they might give birth to two non isomorphic children. Since isomorphism problem solving is difficult [20] , a basic idea is to use heuristics to solve this disparity while avoiding long computations.
A simple yet powerful approach is simply to use local search on the graph adjacency matrix. More formally, given two matrices A and B, the algorithm swaps rows and columns i and j in B if it increases the number of matching entries between A and B, and repeat that process as many times as possible. When such a permutation cannot be found, we said that the two corresponding graphs are aligned.
A first simple crossover scheme is then to apply k-points crossover on two aligned graphs. We note that crossover Align-KPoints. Another idea is, with aligned graph G 1 and G 2 , to alternatively pick good subgraphs from G 1 and G 2 to build children. Of course, the way subgraphs are picked depends on the studied problem. For instance, we can use a greedy heuristic with the underlying fitness to choose "the best" way to pick a vertex from one of these graphs. We call this crossover scheme Align-Greedy
Mutations
Basically, a mutation is a function modifying a graph in order to promote diversity, for instance by adding, removing or moving some of its edges. Each generation, some individuals mutate (with an assumed low probability) to produce new, different individuals.
Digenes offers various general (small) graph mutation schemes, inspired from local search moves we can for instance find in AGX [8] and that we particularise for directed graphs. Figure 2 illustrates some of these mutations. In order to reinforce the mutation factor, it is sometimes useful to chain some of these schemes multiple times in the same mutation process.
Computational results
In the following section, we present some computational results in order to validate Digenes and its underlying algorithms. For this purpose, we consider Problem 1, along with the Problem 5 (Directed average distance). Let G a strongly connected digraph of order n, what are the graphs maximising µ(G) ? For this problem, Doyle and Graver [13] proved that
with equality if and only if G C n .
Problem 6 (Undirected irregularity). Let G an undirected graph of order n, what are the graphs maximising irreg(G) ?
Albertson [1] showed that irreg(G) 4n 3 27 , although this bound is not tight. Moreover, Hansen and Mélot [26] proved that irregularity is maximal if and only if
if n is even,
otherwise. Table 1 denotes statistics regarding these three problems. Each problem has been launched a hundred times, during 20000 generations, with stochastic universal sampling selection both for parents and survivors selection, Align-2Point crossover and an initial population generated in blocks of fixed size along with some graphs picked from HoG.
For each of the subtables, first column denotes the order of computed graphs, the second one being the raw success (R. S.) of the algorithm, that is, the number of times the algorithm actually found the optimum, while the third one denotes the amortised success (A. S.), i.e., the average of ratios between the maximum found fitness and the optimum fitness. The fourth column gives the average time (t.(s)), in CPU seconds 7 , to run one test, and the last one the average generation number (t.(gen)) on which the optimum is firstly found, when it is found. Table 1 : Output statistics on directed diameter and average distance, and undirected irregularity.
As we could have expected, system "efficiency", i.e., the average successes and execution times, widely depends on the studied problem. Moreover, the fact that irregularity is an invariant of lesser worst case complexity, and that this problem is stated on undirected graphs can explain the improved running time for this invariant.
Additionally, from this first table, we can see that Digenes is scalable with graph order. Indeed, while with average distance the raw success decreases a lot past a threshold, the amortised success remains acceptable. This suggests that, when no optimal solution can be found, it is still possible to find an individual with a fitness close to the optimal solution.
However, we have to keep in mind that these statistics could be output since we know optimal values for each underlying problem. When it is not the case, i.e., when Digenes is actually used to study new problems or conjectures, it would be wise to restrain the system to graphs of smaller orders, as we have no optimality guarantee. Moreover, in every case, a generic crossover operator such as Align-2Point was enough to find optimal values. Literature shows however that sometime, e.g., with graph colouring [19] , design a custom crossover dedicated to the studied problem is necessary.
The following table show parameters variations effects, that is, how the genetic algorithm behaves when changing some of its core components, like initial population, crossover and selection operators. Concretely, Table 2 illustrates this behaviour for average distance, computed for graphs of order 15. Each table entry denotes amortised success for the underlying parameters, computed over 100 tests.
We observe that a simply randomly generated population is usually less effective than a population generated in blocks of fixed size. This might mean that size matters more than isomorphism distribution. Moreover, we noticed with further experiments that forcing at least one graph of each possible size to be generated improves amortised success by about 4%. These are the results detailed in Table 2 . We also note that the HoG improvement slightly increases the algorithm efficiency.
Another benefit of this improvement, for which statistics are not detailed here, is that it vastly decreases the average number of generations needed to find optimums the first time. More particularly, we observe improvements from about more than 4000 needed Table 2 : Algorithm behaviour on operator switching for diameter.
generations to less than 1500, considering the underlying problem.
On the other hand, generating graph from spreading over a coding in degree sequence is the least efficient initial population among the three other ones. So far, we assume that the naive filtering routine described in Section 5 is inappropriate to generate a "good" initial population. Future work trying to improve this random generation could increase the effectiveness of this generator.
Regarding crossover operators, we observe that 2-Point crossovers generally provide better results than 1-Point crossover. An important point however is that aligning graphs and then perform a 2-Point crossover over their encodings always improves the algorithm efficiency. However, for average distance, guiding the algorithm by choosing good subgraphs for the children does not seem to improve the algorithm. This could be explained by the fact that handling strong connectivity constraints in subgraphs penalises greatly optimisation, since these subgraphs will most likely not be strongly connected, especially smaller ones. As debated before, in problems such as graph colouring, this approach might however be extremely efficient.
Finally, roulette wheel selection seems to be more efficient than direct elimination. This could be explained by the fact that direct elimination is more (maybe too much) elitist in the way that, when using this routine, maximum is always selected while minimum is always dropped. Regarding the algorithm diversity and convergence, this can be a drawback in case of "too deep" local optimum. Moreover, reducing bias in universal stochastic sampling slightly improves the algorithm efficiency. At last, we note that tournament selection usually provides better results than direct elimination, although it stays less efficient than roulette wheel selection.
Similar tables for irregularity and diameter have not been provided since the system always find the optimal solution. More particularly, only switching initial population for these two invariants have a notable effect, and only on the time (in generations) needed to find the maximum the first time, in a range from 150 to 800 generations, not on the overall success.
Concluding remarks and open questions
We considered a particular type of optimisation problem using graphs as feasible solutions and not as instances, as it is often the case. They are most useful in extremal graph theory where they allow computer use in order to study problems and discover new results, such as conjectures, counterexamples, proof leads, etc. Numerous results output by AutoGraphiX [8] justify this approach.
In this paper, we showed it was possible to design genetic algorithms to solve these extremal graphs problems. Moreover, we described the system Digenes implementing such algorithms and that is the first system to deal with directed graphs (as well as undirected ones). This system allows to find not only extremal graphs but also graphs satisfying given constraints, counterexamples and to check a graph transformation operator validity. Computational results show that this approach is working and relatively efficient.
It is interesting to note that considered optimisation problems arise several fundamental questions and open problems regarding the use of genetic algorithms when individuals are (directed) graphs. These questions are not trivial since depend most of the time on the underlying studied problem, for instance on invariants defining the objective function or on graph constraints. We list here some of these questions :
• How to efficiently design objective function to deal with soft constraints sensitive to crossover and mutation operators ?
• How to define crossover and mutation operators preserving hard constraints ?
• How to define crossover operators handling heredity relevantly ?
• How to design particular operators or encoding less sensitive to the studied problem ?
• More generally, is it possible to design a genetic algorithm which is the most generic possible for any type of graph finding problem ?
• Would other metaheuristics be more suitable for this type of problems, other than VNS (AutoGraphiX) and genetic algorithms (Digenes) ?
We gave some elements of answers to some of these questions although there are still many leads to follow, for instance regarding hybrids auto-adaptive algorithms which would automatically determine the best fitting operators (among available ones) for any given problem.
